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The results for October in the Fall Race Series.
Without Throw outs:

Te-mer-i-ty. 15
Peregrine 16
Chiquita 18

Raven Lunatic 25
Imagine 40

With Throw outs:
Chiquita 8

Te-mer-i-ty 9
Peregrine 11

Raven Lunatic 17
Imagine 30

Lots of these type of days lately!
Effectionately known as “The Saturday Drift”
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Pinch me…I must be sailing!
Pinching or sailing too close to the wind will rob 
the sailboat of speed. It may seem that the boat 
is heading in a more direct line to the next mark 
but is this the fastest way around the course? 

What is happening when a boat is being 
pinched? As the boat is pointed higher or more 
into the wind the �ow of air around the sails will 
be disturbed. The air on the windward side of the 
sail will begin to stall or eddy around the leading 
edge of the sail. 

Several indicators are apparent 
as the boat begins to pinch: the tell tales on the 
windward side will droop or start to lift away 
from the sail surface, a dimple may form in the l
eading edge of the sail as the pressure drops, the 
boat, if it had been heeling, will stand up and the 
crew will notice the boat slowing. Also as the 
boat slows, the �ow of water over the keel and 
rudder will also slow resulting in less lift and the 
boat will make more leeway. Although sailing 
instructors advise that sudden rudder 
movements will slow the boat, now is the time 
to correct rapidly as the brief increased drag 
from the rudder is less speed robbing than 
continuing to pinch. 

Is pinching always wrong? No, there are times 
when pinching is unavoidable or warranted. If 
the boat is on the start line and is trying to hold 
a lane against other boats pushing up, then 
pinching for a time may be the proper course 
untill the decision to tack away can be made.
 
 

brought up sharply using the way of the boat to 
drive up into the wind while rounding the mark. 

Pinching can be less harmful as the wind 
increases. When the vessel is being overpowered, 
pinching slightly will help the boat stand up and 
shed some wind while maintaining a more direct 
line to the next mark. A caveat though, pinching 
in bigger waves does not provide enough power 
to keep the boat moving through the chop. 
Better to again fall o� and power up the sails. 
As a rule of thumb: I use a two minute guideline. 
It is likely faster to tack twice than to continue 
pinching for more than two minutes.

The helmsman and tactician must work together 
to pick the fastest course to the next mark. The 
helmsman will continuously  ”test” the wind by 
sailing up to the wind while watching for the tell 
tales to lift and then sail away in again in gentle 
S’s. This maximizes speed and pointing. The 
tactician will help decide whether pinching for a 
short period of time is “the proper course”. 
Have fun, sail fast!

Pinching may also be advised if the next mark is 
close and the mark can be cleared without an 
extra tack. In this situation it can sometimes be 
helpful to fall o� slightly and aim directly at the 
mark. Falling o� will provide better speed and 
less leeway. At the last moment the boat can be

The Poop Deck
by Raven’ Brad Lowell
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Great Boats - Star  
By Ron Badley 

Why does the Star seem to be so quick? It was 
designed in 1910 for goodness sakes! Lets look 
at some numbers and see if we can figure it out.
 
Sail area to displacement ratio is one of the 
standards for comparing boats. Its the power to 
weight ratio for the boat. The bigger the number
the more power to weight a boat has. Check 
out this list of boats for comparison....

 C&C 29             17.68
Seascape 27      37.46
Star                   35.20
T-Bird                20.91
Melges 24         32.13

Sail Area to 
Displacement Ratio

Sail Area in square feet 
(Displacement/64)  2/3

Displacement Hull 
Speed

(HS = 1.34 x    LWL)
2

C&C 29          23.58’      6.5 
Seascape 27   25’           6.7
Star                15.6’        5.3
T-Bird             20.25’      6
Melges 24      22’          6.3

...as can be seen the Star is fairly powered up! 
It’s like having a high performance engine in 
very light car. Boats that can add downwind 
sails will greatly increase these numbers when 
sailing with the spinny up. 

....but wait, you say! The Star is the slowest boat 
on the list??? Sort of. With all the power the Star 
has available from the large sail area it’s able to 
reach it’s theoretical top speed in very light 
winds. Once the wind pipes up a little, the boats 
with the longer waterlines will start to get 
going. They will sail right past the Star. With the 
light wind conditions we seem to often get here 
in the Harbour, The Star is very difficult to  beat.   

There is also waterline length to consider. Most 
boats have a “top speed” as they will literally 
dig a hole in the water once there reach their 
“hull speed” which is related to the waterline 
length of the boat. So, for comparison....

More modern boats like the Seascape and the 
Melges are also able to get up and plane, just 
like a powerboat. Part of this ability comes from 
hull design with a flat and wide shape to the stern. 
The other thing these more modern boats have 
in common is lots of power for the weight. The 
problem with planing hull shapes is they have a 
lot of hull in the water. It’s another ratio, sail area 
to wetted surface. Unfortunately wetted surface 
areas are not widely available for comparison. 
The hull shape with the least surface area in the 
water will be close to a semicircle. The planing 
shape is much more flat and therefor it’s not 
ideal for light wind sailing. The Star, with it’s arc 
shaped bottom is a pretty good in light winds, 
especially if some leeward heel is induced. This 
makes for a better shape in the water and the 
sails as they want to fall into a nice airfoil . 

The Star has been lots of fun for racing in the 
Harbour. I was able to purchase the boat locally 
and get it going for a very modest investment. 
The boat can be a handful though. There are 18
strings to pull and the mast can be moved 
around a shocking amount. It’s not an easy boat 
to sail!  After attempting to race Big Bertha 
around the cans for several months, Chiquita 
was a very welcome relief!        

Yes, for harbour racing, the Star is a great boat 

Once the wind speed increases to anything 
over 8 knots the Star is over powered. Easing 
sails to keep it from falling over is the only way 
to make it around the course!

LWL Hull 
Speed
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A Bad Hair Day

Kick, Bob, Kick!!!

Please fasten your 

seatbelts and prepare 

for lif
to�

Time to ease the main

I gotta say, I’m 
surprised this 
hasn’t happen 
in the Harbour.

Yet!

https://www.vendeeglobe.org/en

The Vendee Globe 
Starts on the 8th! 

I’d rather be gol�nghttps://sailinganarchy.com/

Just in case you’ve been 
living under a rock 

for the past decade....

...one of the best racing
webites out there
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